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Abstract 

   The tribes in India who inhabit mostly in forest areas depend upon the forest 

and other natural resources for their sustenance. Their activities are mostly confined 

to the forest limits. The tribal people constitute 8% of the total population of India 

with more than 150 groups. Wayanad which is traditionally known as the ‘land of 

forests’ has its interiors mostly inhabited by tribes. More than a half of the total four 

lakhs tribal populations are found in the interiors of Wayanad. It is to be mentioned 

that these tribes are the original inhabitants of Wayanad region. People participation 

is a special form of interaction and communication one which implies the sharing of 

powers and responsibilities. The people especially the tribal people came forward to 

contribute their mite for the common welfare and benefit of others. In this paper 

express the Tribal development through tribal people participation in social-political 

movements and other voluntary organizations. 
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Introduction 

Tribes in India are geographically and culturally very special. They are at 

widely different stages of social as well as economic expansion and their problems 

vary from area to area within their own groups. The tribe man lives not only for 

himself alone, but also he is a vital part of the community to which he belongs. The 

tribes are the sons of soil and the citizens of the same country, the born and grow as 

the children of the nature. The development of tribal population in India has been a 
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major concern of the Government, voluntary agencies, NGOs, social reformers etc. 

Tribal population mainly contributes a major share of widespread poverty in the 

nation. The level of socio-economic development varies considerably between tribal 

and non-tribal population, between one tribe and another tribe and even among 

different subgroup of tribal groups. The disparities and diversities make tribal 

development and micro level planning of tribal at the grass root level imperative. 

The tribal people are used to a certain way of thinking and reacting to the 

events in his environment. Tribals have been living in and around forests for 

centuries. There are their original habitats for generations from time immemorial. 

These forest Dwelling Scheduled Tribes are essential to the forest biosphere. 

Participation was invariably linked with an activity. It is necessary to contribute 

attention to local level institutional development in order to promote grass roots 

participation and empowerment. Participation as a means of empowerment does not 

involve only the allocation of the powers of project functionaries. It includes the 

allocation of functions, funds, and control to participatory groups at the local level. 

The building of groups and the development of institution that are nurtured over a 

period of time result in a triumphant empowerment process. 

Tribes in Kerala 

Most of the tribes of Kerala state belong to the famous family group of 

Dravidians; they have got similar traits and body stature. In fact these tribes of Kerala 

have got dark complexion and quite short in height. They are also well built with flat 

nose. These tribes of Kerala grow their hair long and tie in hair locks. They are 

reckoned as the descendents of the Negro race cultural exciberences of these of tribes 

of Kerala are rightly being highlighted in diverse aspects (Rajeevan.R., 2010). 

According to 2001 census the scheduled tribe population of Kerala state is 

364189 which is just 1.14% of the total population of the state. The decadal growth 

rate of scheduled tribe population during 1991-2001 at 13.5% was 4.1% higher than 

the growth of the total population. Kerala has a total of thirty six scheduled tribes 
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enumerated by census 2001. Kerala’s scheduled tribe population is overwhelmingly 

rural Wayanad district has the highest scheduled tribe population 17.4%.Out of the 

thirty five scheduled noted for the state Paniya is the most popular tribe forming 

22.5% of the total scheduled tribe population of the state. Paniyan population in 

Kerala is 81,940 Kurichya 32,746 forming 9% of the total population (Census, 

Census , 2001). 

The state has a tribal population of the state of 0.36% million, according for 

1.1% of the totality population. Total number of tribal settlements in the state is about 

4000 of this 671 are forest settlements. They are spread rather unevenly, across 14 

districts. It is the highest in Wayanad about 0.13 million amounting to 37.36% of the 

total tribal population in the state and 17.43% of the district population (Census 

2011). 

People Participation of Tribes 

People participation means that it is a special form of contact and 

communication one which implies the sharing of powers and responsibilities. From 

time immemorial people have come forward to contribute their mite for the common 

welfare and benefit of others. The principle of common good has attracted people in 

all ages and in all societies irrespective of their social, economic or political 

development. It was also realized that persistent poverty and misery which is 

inherited from the past could be solved only through an organized endeavor of the 

people (DravaikarDas, 1994). 

 The concept of participation became the main plank of the programme and 

became an important element of most of the developmental schemes. Participation is 

in general obtainable as people active involvement of target groups in planning, 

implementation and control of programmes and projects. People’s participation in 

making decisions about developmental programs through organizations of their own 

choice has been identified as an essential element of any basic need-oriented policy.   
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Tribal people’s participation in the formulation, evaluation, and 

implementation of developmental projects is necessary and desirable. The nature of 

people’s participation is mainly confined to the sphere of basic amenities. The 

political conscious generated by the local government in scheduled areas has not been 

properly channelized towards democratic secular direction. The involvement of 

independent voluntary organizations, co-operatives, and farmer’s associations for 

generating people’s participation supplement the work of Panchayat Raj but they 

have failed to act as checks and balance to the Panchayat Raj institutions. All these 

institutions and local bodies are facing shortage of resources (DravaikarDas, 1994). 

 Tribal development programmers were concerned mainly with two things, 

firstly, that of protecting the tribal populations and secondly that of integrating the 

tribal people with the national society through development. As per the provisions of 

the Fifth Schedule, Tribal Advisory Councils were set up in the areas of tribal 

concentration to take initiative steps for the development of such areas. Special 

grants-in-aid were given to the state to meet the target for developing the tribal areas 

and to raise the level of administration in these areas.  

In present administration at lower level people’s participation has been used 

as a tool of manipulation by which dominant tribes and privileged have been 

benefited. The most important feature of the 1996 Panchayat Raj Act is to make the 

people in scheduled areas govern themselves. It is quite impossible for this law to be 

successfully implemented without participation of the people. Hence people’s 

participation gains much importance in the tribal area situation (Rajeevan.R., 2010). 

The programme on Integrated Tribal Development Projects (ITDP) under 

TribalSub Plan (TSP) is being implemented since the Fifth Five Year Plan with 

specific objectives of reproducing poverty, improving educational status an 

eliminating exploitation of the tribal families. There are 192 Integrated Tribal 

Development Project (ITDPs)/ Integrated Tribal Development Agencies ( ITDAs) 

spread over 19 states/ Union Territories in India. The socio-economic situation in 
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tribal areas vary considerably from one region to another and even within the same 

region, the strategy for the development of each Integrated Tribal Development Block 

is to be worked out separately with reference to its own specific problems (India).    

The tribal promoters were positioned in the Integrated Tribal Development 

Programme office and not attached with the Panchayat, even though they were 

deployed in every Gram Panchayath having a sizeable tribal population. A number of 

these tribal promoters were later contested in Panchayat elections and some of them 

are elected and became tribal representations at Panchayat Raj Institutions. Integrated 

Development Programmers are conducted buffer zone activities- It consists of Income 

Generation Activities and Community Development Works. Through Income 

generation Activities are consists of allocating funds and helping the Self Help 

Groups etc. Community Development Works infrastructure development in the 

village such as providing drinking water supply, making roads, etc. are undertaken. 

 Oorukoottam (Tribal meetings) should be convened in all colonies/ 

settlements of the Grama Panchayaths which have a population of more than 50 

tribals. In the case of colonies having a population of 100 less than 50, such meetings 

could be organized at Panchayat level. In formulating the infrastructural projects, the 

advice of the Oorukootam is sought especially in major activities like spot selection 

and proportional social maps. The Oorukoottam was empowered to conduct social 

audit of schemes. All tribal welfare schemes should be handed over to Grama Sabha 

panchayath and executed through Oorukoottams. 

  Educated tribal youth, described as social workers, has been appointed since it 

was found after finding that the participation of the tribals in the planning process 

was lagging behind. There social workers who were paid a monthly honorarium, were 

expected to call tribal neighborhood gatherings (Oorukootam) and harness people’s 

participation in the planning process in the tribal areas. The task of the social 

workers, who are called tribal promoters, was to visit the Oorukootam, inform the 

people about government programmers and ways of accessing them and organize 
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neighborhood meetings. In the view of weakness of the satisfactory implementation 

of the Tribal Sub Plan (T.S.P), during the 9th Five Year Plan in connection with the 

decentralization of power and people’s Plan Programme. The Panchayat Raj 

Institutions were given the power development reports of several panchayaths leading 

to protest and in some cases even the burning of the development reports. Persons 

from other communities were unwilling to participate in the scheduled caste and 

scheduled tribe subject group either in the Grama sabha or in the development 

programmes (Rajeevan.R., 2010). 

The Social Welfare Department of the Government of Kerala has sanctioned a 

project to initiate collectives of Paniya Adivasi girls to empower, educate and support 

them to find sustainable livelihoods, develop individuality (identity), self respect and 

“social capital”. This program has been uniquely named as “Mottathikkootta” which 

means gathering of girls. The Adivasi girls are being encouraged to begin/restart their 

studies either by preparing for the equivalency exams of the State Literacy Mission or 

by joining regular schools. They are keen to study, read and acquire knowledge. 

Some of them want to become part of the mainstream, get jobs and lead better lives, 

but the majority wants to better their present life close to nature and bring peace and 

harmony in their communities (www.rainforestinfo.org.au). 

 

Role of NGOs  

                Apart from voluntary sector alternative terms like Non-government 

organizations, Independent sector, civil society, grass roots organization, self help 

groups and Non-state Actors are used as well.  The NGO that are often known as the 

harbingers of change can boast of playing multifarious roles like that of advocates, 

educators, catalysts, lobbyists,  protectors of human rights and mass mobilizes who 

work increasingly who work incessantly for development for development. NGOs 

can contribute in positive not to the development of tribal health and in the protection 

of their indigenous base which is either ignored as exploited. NGOs coupled with the 

Grama Panchayath can play a significant role in it. They can prepare a community 
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register where such knowledge can be documented in the local language. The 

involvement of competent NGOs inactivates such as the social mobilization at the 

grass roots, awareness-building and the training of tribal people, as well as in service 

provision in selected areas depending on the comparative advantage of the NGO. 

Developmental role of NGOs is preparing the people for a change which is 

basically an advocacy role, development of education, incorporating self sustainable 

development philosophy, and form public opinion about government policies or 

social issues, consciences for environment problem, literacy, health, use of 

appointment technology for family planning and empower the poor to overcome 

psychological inhabitations and opposition of appraisers. 

One of the earliest tribal organizations in Wayanad district was Wayanad 

Adivasi Swayam Sevak Sangam (WASSS), which was founded in 1963 and is 

registered in 1969 with mostly tribal members. It adopted dharnas, picketing and 

sathyagrahas to achieve their demands like exemption of stamp duty for tribal 

litigations and restoration of alienated tribal land. Many tribal participated in this 

organization (Aerthayil, 2008). 

The holistic development of scheduled tribe introduced many voluntary 

organizations.  Women Development activities, Sustainable agriculture and waste and 

development, promotion of education and health in rural areas, Environmental 

protection activities etc., many programmes developed in Wayanad district. Wayanad 

Sarva Sova Mandalam(wssm) in Sulthan Batheri it aims at fight against social justice, 

gender discrimination etc. Import training on personality development, stimulate 

human emotions like love, affection, kindness etc. many women are participated. 

Another programme is Wayanad Social Service Society (WSSS) in Mananthavady 

Municipality of Wayanad. It aims at organize marginal formers and tribals, undertake 

agriculture development programme, promote traditional and local health care 

system, development programmes for women, undertake charitable and emergency, 

housing, self employment, sponsorship programmers. Women’s Welfare Association 
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(WWA) 1976 in Kalpetta Municipality of Wayanad. Its aim is to bring the deprived 

and under privileged people to main/ stream of society through development 

programmers; integrated development of the socially economically weaker sections 

with special emphasis on women. These programmers are very successful in tribal 

areas and many tribal women are participated (http://Kalpetta.infoisinfo.co.in).  

            The People’s Participation in tribal areas was very difficult. The lack of 

mutual trust and confidence, poverty, illiteracy, poor formal communication skills, 

fear of powerful vested groups, inequitable distribution of resources etc. are the main 

risk areas of development programs and people’s participation. Failure to promote 

community participation through creation of local leadership would cause the 

programme to degeneration into a convention tribal development programme. NGOs 

in the region, especially those in Kerala are relatively in experienced. The 

programmes involve changing relationships within the development process and 

overcoming dependency attitudes of communities.  

Most of the tribals have become overly dependent on government subsidies 

while the proposed program expects beneficiaries contributions in practically all the 

activities envisaged. This could be a risk for the activities envisaged. Now a days 

tribal people more interested in mainstream political parties. Many people are 

politically awareness and are participating political party programmes. The members 

of various political parties recruited from among the tribals have also proved to be 

effective. The tribal people of the Panchayat Raj Institutions are also trained well 

institutions like Kerala Institution of Local Administration (KILA) (Rajeevan.R., 

2010).  

 Conclusion  

      A tribe is viewed, historically or developmentally as a social group existing 

before the development of, or outside of, sates. Participation has contributed 

positively to changes in social relationships not only within the state and at the grass 

roots and grass roots institutions, but also among the tribal people and other actors in 
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the informal economy, such as money lenders, traders, and other service providers.  

At the same time extremely difficult to achieve because of a number of hurdles 

mention. The People’s agencies and organizations started many development 

programmers. The problem of isolation, alienation and estrangement of tribals are the 

basic problem of non-participation and non-development. Another view point that the 

tribal increased participation and involvement in Oorukoottams and Gramasabha also 

shows their political awareness and participatory spirit. The tribal settlement have 

experienced numerous developmental activities and the development agencies have 

been pumping in huge funds into the tribal areas for their all round development.                                                     
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